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Issue

Department of Criminal Analysis of Pôle Judiciaire de la Gendarmerie Nationale (PJGN) supports investigation teams by realizing manual extractions of entities from proceedings (vehicles, persons, places, dates, phone numbers) to build relational and chronological diagrams through data analysis software.

→ Reading and extracting entities is tedious and time consuming.
→ Corpus includes witness and suspect interviews, pictures (crime scene, autopsy, clues, etc.), detailed phone invoices, requisitions from hospitals, toll stations...
→ For decades-old cold cases, documents are scanned and optical character recognition is operated, with various degrees of accuracy.
→ We focused on extracting information from interviews, since it represents a large source of messy, unstructured data.

Workflow

Matching temporal expressions & phone numbers

Temporal expressions (hours, dates and intervals) allow analysts to build timelines reconstructing events.

→ Issue : vague temporal expressions given by interviewees
→ Key : detection of time expression phrases : en fin d’après-midi (late afternoon), le 14 ou le 15 juillet (the 14th or 15th of July), vers le mois de mars (by March).

We built Unitex grammars [5] recovering temporal expressions. Unitex is an open source platform recovering temporal expressions (hours, dates and intervals) to build relational and chronological diagrams through data analysis software.

Results

Phone numbers are matched with a regular expression, which allows among other things to build automaton recognizing parts of texts, as seen on figure 1.

We built Unitex grammars recovering temporal expressions. Unitex is an open source platform recovering temporal expressions (hours, dates and intervals) to build relational and chronological diagrams through data analysis software.

→ Issue : vague temporal expressions given by interviewees
→ Key : detection of time expression phrases : en fin d’après-midi (late afternoon), le 14 ou le 15 juillet (the 14th or 15th of July), vers le mois de mars (by March).

We built Unitex grammars [5] recovering temporal expressions. Unitex is an open source platform which allows among other things to build automaton recognizing parts of texts, as seen on figure 1. Phone numbers are matched with a regular expression.

Theoretical perspectives

→ Detecting officer’s reformulation : neutrality, misquoting, and attention span issues,
→ Discriminating informations on linguistic criterias (biographical information/informations directly related to the matter investigated) [1],
→ Issue a good pratices guide for interviews : encouraging interviewees to be as precise as possible

Operational perspectives

→ Improving Unitex grammars and trying open search engines such as ElasticSearch,
→ Introducing machine learning techniques : training algorithms on questions as anchors to infer topic, generalizing to larger portions of text, clustering documents according to main subject,
→ High-end achievement with temporal expressions : automatically draw time lines from text extraction,
→ Designing an interface allowing analysts to browse through documents efficiently.
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